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In this paper, we consider the vector-valued Laplace transforms, r-times
(r # [0, )) integrated semigroups and regularized semigroups in the context of
sequentially complete locally convex spaces. Our theorems develop the correspond-
ing results in [1, 11], including the well known integrated version of the classical
Widder’s representation theorem of Laplace transforms for functions taking values
in Banach spaces. Moreover, we study a class of differential operators on certain
function spaces. Optimal conditions, making them the generators of integrated or
regularized semigroups, are obtained. We finally show some applications to
abstract Cauchy problems.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
The theory of operator families (including operator semigroups, cosine
operator families) and abstract differential equations is closely related to
the method of Laplace transforms. How to extend the classical Widder’s
Representation Theorem of Laplace Transforms to vector-valued functions
has all along been a notable problem. Following the work of I. Miyadera
[24], S. Zaidman [40] proved in 1960 that Widder’s theorem holds in a
Banach space X if and only if X has the RadonNikodym property. In
1987, W. Arendt [1] present a significant integrated version of Widder’s
theorem in an arbitrary Banach space X:
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Given F # C([0, ), X), *&1F(*) is representable as the Laplace trans-
form of a Lipschitz continuous function if and only if
sup
*>0 "
1
j !
* j+1F ( j)(*)"const ( j=0, 1, 2, ...).
Later in 1989, M. Hieber [11] further obtained that the growth assump-
tion as above implies that for each r # (0, 1], *&rF(*) is a Laplace trans-
form. The integrated version of Widder’s theorem provides a concise and
heuristic proof (see [1]) for the well-known HilleYosida theorem and it
has particularly stimulated the establishment and development of the
theory of many new types of operator families in Banach spaces such as
integrated semigroups, regularized semigroups, integrated cosine operator
families, existence families, so that a great deal of well-posed and ill-posed
problems for abstract differential equations can be unified to deal with (cf.
[1, 2, 57, 1012, 1518, 22, 2629, 34, 3638]).
Seeing its importance and wide applicability, we want to know whether
the integrated version of Widder’s theorem can be extended to a more
general setting (see also [21]). In Section 2, we establish such a theorem
in sequentially complete locally convex spaces (in short SCLCS) for r-times
integrated Laplace transforms, for any r>0; we still employ duality
arguments as in [1, 11], but we will encounter much more complex situa-
tions (by no means merely via replacing norms with seminorms). Then, in
Section 3 we investigate exponentially equicontinuous r-times integrated,
regularized semigroups in SCLCS for any r>0, and characterize their gen-
erators in terms of the estimates of the resolvents. The resulting theorems
are generalizations of the corresponding results for equicontinuous or
quasi-equicontinuous C0-semigroups in a Fre chet space or a SCLCS (see
[4, 8, 25, 32, 39]). As canonical examples, we consider in Section 4 a class
of differential operators on certain function spaces L pl (R
n), (1< p<,
l=0, ..., n ; L p0(R
n) is just the usual Banach space Lp(Rn)), and show that
they generate integrated or regularized semigroups. In the case of L p(Rn),
our results (Theorems 4.4 and 4.5) perfect the corresponding results in
[12, 18]. Finally, Section 5 presents some applications to Cauchy problems.
Remark. A once-integrated version of Widder’s theorem in SCLCS has
appeared in [19] and [20]. However, this paper’s result is valid for
r-times integrated Laplace transforms, for any r>0, and is proven in an
entirely different way; an examination of the proof in [20] shows that it
cannot be adapted to the r-times integrated case. Also, n-times integrated,
regularized semigroups on a SCLCS that may not be exponentially equi-
continuous were introduced in [19, 20]. These were kindly pointed out to
us by the referees.
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Throughout this paper, E will be a sequentially complete locally convex
space under the family of seminorms 1. If an E-valued function g(s) is con-
tinuous on a finite interval [a, b], the integral ba g(s) ds is defined by
means of Riemann sums in the same way as for numerical functions.
Improper integrals like a g(s) ds are defined as limb   
b
a g(s) ds if the
limit exists. It is clear that if g( } ) is a continuous E-valued function on
[a, ) such that p(g( } )) is Lebesgue integrable on [a, ) for each p # 1,
then a g(s) ds exists by noting the sequential completeness of E.
A family G of linear operators on E is equicontinuous if, for each p # 1,
there is a continuous seminorm q on E such that p(Bx)q(x), B # G,
x # E ; G is called 1 (Mp)-equicontinuous if p(Bx)Mp p(x), p # 1,
B # G, x # E (Mp is a constant independent of B and x); G is called
1(M)-equicontinuous if p(Bx)Mp(x), p # 1, B # G, x # E (M is a constant
independent of p, B and x).
We will denote by L(E) the space of all continuous linear maps from E
to E. B1 (E) denotes the subspace of L(E) whose elements B satisfy
&B&1 #sup[ p(Bx) ; p # 1, x # E with p(x)1]< ; B1 (E) with norm
& }&1 is a normed algebra. We will write D(A) for the domain of the
operator A. \(A) will be the resolvent set of A. N, N0 , R, C will denote the
positive integers, the nonnegative integers, the real numbers, the complex
plane, respectively. For each a # R, we denote by [a] the integer part of a,
i.e., the unique integer such that [a]a<[a]+1.
The following preparatory work is for Section 4. By S(Rn), we denote
the space of all rapidly decreasing functions on Rn. The Fourier transform
and its inverse transform are denoted by
(Ff )(!)= f (!)#|
Rn
e&i(’, !)f (’) d’
and
(F&1f )(’)#(2?)&n |
Rn
ei(’, !)f (!) d!.
An n-tuple of nonnegative integers :=(:1 , :2 , ..., :n) is called a multiindex
which we denote by : # N n0 and we define
|:|= :
n
i=1
:i , D:=\ !1+
:1
} } } \ !n+
:n
.
The space of all Fourier multipliers on L p(Rn)(1 p<) will be
denoted by Mp , which is a Banach algebra under pointwise multiplication
and addition with norm
&u&Mp #sup[&F
&1(u, )&Lp ; , # S(Rn), &,&Lp1].
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We note that
Mp=Mp$ \1p+
1
p$
=1; 1< p<+
with identical norms and
FL1/M1 /Mp for all p,
where FL1 is endowed with the norm
&u&FL1 #&F&1u&L1 ;
for details, we refer to [3, 12, 14, 33].
Lemma 1.1. Let j, n # N, j>n2 and f # C j (Rn). Assume that there exist
b, Mf>0 such that, for each multiindex : with |:| j,
|D:f (!)|Mf (1+|!| )&|:|&b, ! # Rn.
Then f # FL1 and there exists a constant C independent of f such that
& f &FL1CMf .
Proof. Copying the proof of [12, Lemma 3.1] leads to the result as
desired.
Lemma 1.2 (The Mihlin multiplier theorem, cf. [3, Theorem 6.1.6] or
[14, Theorem 2.5]). Let 1< p<, j, n # N, j>(n2) and f # L(Rn).
Assume that there exists Lf>0 such that
|!| |:| |D:f (!)|Lf , |:| j, ! # Rn.
Then f # Mp and there exist a constant C such that & f &MpCLf .
Lemma 1.3. Let 1< p<, j, n # N, j>(n2) and f # C j (Rn). Assume
that there are a0, rn | 12&(1p)|, Mf1, Lf>0 such that for each multi-
index : with |:| j, ! # Rn,
|D:f (!)|LfM |:|f (1+|!| )
(a&1) |:|&ar.
Then f # Mp and there is a constant C independent of f such that
& f &MpCLfM
n |12&(1p)|
f .
Proof. Let , be a C(Rn)-function such that
,(!)={1,0,
|!|2,
|!|1.
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Then using Leibniz’s rule gives that for |:| j, ! # Rn,
|D:(L&1f ,(!) f (!))|const M
|:|
f (1+|!| )
(a&1) |:|&ar.
It follows by virtue of [23, Theorem 1] that ,(!) f (!) # Mp and
L&1f &,f &Mpconst M
n |12&(1p)|
f .
On the other hand, we have that for |:| j, ! # Rn,
|D:[(1&,(!)) f (!)]|{const LfM
|:|
f ,
=0,
if |!|2,
if |!|2.
Applying Bernstein’s theorem and then the RieszThorin convexity
theorem, we obtain that (1&,) f # Mp and
&(1&,) f &Mpconst Lf M
n |12&(1p)|
f .
This completes the proof.
Lemma 1.4. Let 0<r<1. For t>0, z # C"[0], define
ut, r(z)=|
t
0
(t&s)r&1
1(r)
esz ds, vt, r(z)=ut, r(z)&z&retz,
Here za(a # R) denotes the branch of the power function which is analytic in
C slit along (&, 0] such that 1a=1. Then there exist Cj>0 such that for
j # N0 ,
|D jvt, r(z)|Cj tr&1 |z|& j&1, (t>0, z # C"(&, 0]). (1.1)
Proof. Observe that for z # C"[0] with Re z>0,
z&retz=etzz&r(1(r))&1 |

0
sr&1e&s ds
=
etz
1(r)
z&r | +r&1e&+ d+
by Cauchy’s theorem, where the integral is taken on the ray with direction z,
=etz |

0
sr&1
1(r)
e&sz ds=|
t
&
(t&s)r&1
1(r)
esz ds.
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We have that for z as above,
vt, r(z)=&|
0
&
(t&s)r&1
1(r)
esz ds=&|

0
(t+s)r&1
1(r)
e&sz ds. (1.2)
Noting that for j # N0 and z as above,
|

0
(tz+sz)r&1 (sz) j e&szz ds=|

0
(tz+_)r&1 _ je&_ d_
by Cauchy’s theorem, we obtain by (1.2) that for j, z as above,
D jvt, r(z)=
(&1) j+1 z&r& j
1(r) |

0
(tz+_)r&1 _ je&_ d_. (1.3)
Furthermore, we find that (1.3) holds for all z # C"(&, 0], since the two
sides of (1.3) are all analytic in z # C"(&, 0]. We have that for j # N0 and
z # C"(&, 0],
|D jvt, r(z)||

0
|z|&r& j
1(r)
|s&t |z| | r&1 s je&s ds. (1.4)
Then we break the integral on the right-hand side of (1.4) into three
integrals I1 , I2 , I3 on the intervals [0, (t |z|2)], [(t |z|2), t |z|], [t |z| , )
respectively. We see that for some constant Cj ,
I1
|z|&r& j
1(r) \
t |z|
2 +
r&1
|

0
s je&s ds
Cj tr&1|z|& j&1,
I2
|z|&r& j
1(r)
e&(t |z|2)(t |z| ) j |
t |z|
t |z|2
(t |z|&s)r&1 ds
Cj tr&1|z|& j&1,
I3
|z|&r& j
1(r)
e&t |z| |

0
_r&1(_+t |z| ) j e&_ d_
Cj tr&1 |z|& j&1.
The proof is then complete.
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2. AN INTEGRATED VERSION OF WIDDER’S
THEOREM IN SCLCS
Proceeding similarly as in the proof of [35, p. 285, Theorem 5a], we
obtain
Lemma 2.1. Let f (t) be an E-valued continuous function defined in t0
such that 0 e
&ctf (t) dt exists for some positive c. Then
lim
k   \
k
t+
k+1 1
k ! |

0
e&kstskf (s) ds= f (t), t>0
and the limit is uniform on compacts of t>0.
Remark 2.2. The uniqueness for Laplace transforms in SCLCS can be
derived from Lemma 2.1.
Theorem 2.3. Let r # (0, 1], a0, | # (&, a], Mp>0 for each p # 1,
and let f : (a, )  E be a function. Then the following assertions are equiv-
alent.
(i) f is infinitely differentiable and
p( f (k)(*))Mpk ! (*&|)&k&1, p # 1, *>a, k # N0 .
(ii) There exists a function Fr : [0, )  E satisfying Fr(0)=0 and
f (*)=*r |

0
e&*tFr(t) dt, *>a,
and for each p # 1, t, h0,
p(F r(t+h)&F r(t))Mpe|t max[e|h, 1] h, (2.1)
where
F r#{|
t
0
(t&s)&r
1(1&r)
Fr(s) ds, if r<1,
(2.2)
F1(s), if r=1.
Moreover, in this case, Fr satifies that for each p # 1, t, h0,
p(Fr(t+h)&Fr(t))
2Mp
r1(r)
max[e|(t+h), 1] hr. (2.3)
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Proof. (i) O (ii). By hypothesis,
00={ 1k ! (*&|)k+1 f (k)(*) ; *>a, k # N0=
is a bounded subset of E. Let E* be the dual space of E, topologized by
the class of seminorms 1*#[ p0 ; 0 is a bounded subset of E] ; p0 is
defined by
p0(x*)=sup
y # 0
|( y, x*) |, x* # E*.
Let x* # E*. Then
sup {} 1k ! (*&|)k+1 f (k)(*), x*} ; *>a, k # N0= p00(x*).
Widder’s classical theorem therefore assures the existence of a numerical
function g( } , x*) with
| g(t, x*)| p00(x*) e
|t, for t0, (2.4)
such that
( f (*), x*) =|

0
e&*tg(t, x*) dt, *>a. (2.5)
Set
Fr(t, x*)=|
t
0
(t&s)r&1
1(r)
g(s, x*) ds, t0, x* # E*.
Then we get from (2.4) that
|Fr(t, x*)|
tr
r1(r)
max[e|t, 1] p00(x*), t0, x* # E*. (2.6)
Also, in view of the convolution theorem for Laplace transforms, we obtain
by (2.5) that
( f (*), x*) =*r |

0
e&*tFr(t, x*) dt, *>a, x* # E*. (2.7)
Thus, an application of the uniqueness theorem for Laplace transforms
(noting that F( } , x*) for each x* # E* is continuous) shows that
for each t0, F(t, x*) is linear in x* # E*. (2.8)
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We now denote by E the space of all linear functionals x~ on E* satisfying
pG(x~ )# sup
x* # G
|(x*, x~ ) |<
for each equicontinuous family G/E*. The family 1 of seminorms pG for
all G as above induces a locally convex topology { on E . We claim that
(E , {) is sequentially complete. Indeed, if [x~ k] is a Cauchy sequence in E ,
then for each =>0, pG # 1 , there exists k0>0 such that for k, j>k0 ,
pG(x~ k&x~ j)<=, and therefore
|(x*, x~ k) &(x*, x~ j) |<=, (x* # G). (2.9)
This implies the existence of a linear functional x~ 0 on E* such that for each
x* # E*,
lim
j  
(x*, x~ j) =(x*, x~ 0) .
It follows from (2.9) that
pG(x~ k&x~ 0)= sup
x* # G
|(x*, x~ k) &(x*, x~ 0) |= for all k>k0 .
Consequently, x~ 0 # E and x~ k  x~ 0 in E , which verifies our claim.
Next, (2.6) and (2.8) together tell us that for each t0, there exists
Fr(t) # E such that
Fr(t, x*)=(Fr(t), x*) , x* # E*.
From (2.4) we get that for each pG # 1 , t, h0,
pG(Fr(t+h)&Fr(t))
= sup
x* # G
|Fr(t+h, x*)&Fr(t, x*)|
= sup
x* # G {
1
1(r) \} |
t
0
[(t+h&s)r&1&(t&s)r&1] g(s, x*) ds
+|
t+h
t
(t+h&s)r&1 g(s, x*) ds }+=
 sup
x* # G
p00(x*) {
2 max[e|(t+h), 1]
r1(r)
hr, if r<1
 0,
e|t max[e|h, 1] h, if r=1
as h  0; (2.10)
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Accordingly,
Fr( } ) # C([0, ), E ). (2.11)
Also, we obtain by (2.6) again that for each pG # 1 , t0,
pG(Fr(t))= sup
x* # G
|Fr(t, x*)| sup
x* # G
p00(x*)
tr
r1(r)
max[e|t, 1]. (2.12)
These facts in combination with (2.7) indicate that in E ,
f (*)=*r |

0
e&*tFr(t) dt, *>a, (2.13)
recalling that E is sequentially complete.
We now identify E with a subspace of E via evaluation. For each p # 1,
set
Qp=[x # E ; p(x)1], Q0p=[x* # E*; sup
y # Qp
|( y, x*) |1].
Clearly, Q0p is an equicontinuous subset of E*. We observe that for each
fixed y # E, ( yp( y)) # Qp , and so
sup
x* # Q0p
|( y, x*) | p( y);
moreover, the HahnBanach theorem assures the existence of an x0* # Q0p
such that ( y, x0*)= p( y). Accordingly,
p( y)= sup
x* # Q0p
|( y, x*) |= pQ0p( y), for y # E, p # 1. (2.14)
On the other hand, to each pG # 1 there corresponds to p # 1 and b>0
such that G/bQ0p . From these observations, we can see that
the topology { on E induces the original topology on E. (2.15)
Next, we set
8r(t ; k)=(&1)k \kt+
k+1 1
k !
[*&rf (*)](k) }*=(kt) , k # N, t>0.
Then applying Lemma 2.1, we obtain by (2.11) and (2.13) that
Fr(t)= lim
k  
8r(t ; k), (t>0).
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It follows, from (2.15) and the fact that 8r(t ; k) # E and E is sequentially
complete, that Fr(t) # E for each t0, noting Fr(0)=0.
Observe by hypothesis that for each y # 00 , M &1p y # Qp , and therefore
M &1p sup
x* # Q0p
p00(x*)= sup
x* # Q0p
sup
y # 00
|(M &1p y, x*) |1, p # 1.
Thus, (2.10) and (2.14) lead to (2.1) and (2.3), noting
f (*)=* |

0
e&*tF r(t) dt, *>a,
which implies by the uniqueness theorem for Laplace transforms that F r( } )
coincides with F1(t).
(ii) O (i). Fix p # 1. Let x* # Q0p and set g(t)=(F r(t), x*) for t0.
Then
( f (*), x*) =* |

0
e&*tg(t) dt, *>a. (2.16)
Using (2.1) and (2.14) we obtain that for t, h0,
| g(t+h)& g(t)| p(F r(t+h)&F r(t))Mpe|t max[e|h, 1] h.
Hence g( } ) is differentiable almost everywhere with
| g$(t)|Mpe|t, for t # [0, ) a.e.
Thus, it follows from (2.16) that for *>a,
( f (*), x*) =&e&*tg(t) | 0 +|

0
e&*tg$(t) dt
=|

0
e&*tg$(t) dt,
and therefore
|( f (k)(*), x*) |Mpk ! (*&|)&k&1, *>a, k # N0 .
Consequently, we obtain by (2.14) again that for *, k as above,
p( f (k)(*))= sup
x* # Q0p
|( f (k)(*), x*) |Mpk ! (*&|)&k&1, *>a, k # N0 .
The proof is then complete.
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3. INTEGRATED, REGULARIZED SEMIGROUPS
Throughout this section, we assume that C is a continuous, injective
operator on E, and A is a closed operator on E such that CA/AC. The
C-resolvent set of A is defined as
\C(A)=[* # C ; (*&A) is injective, Im(C)/Im(*&A),
and (*&A)&1 C # L(E)].
Definition 3.1. Let | # R, r # [0, ). If (|, )/\C(A) and there
exists Sr : [0, )  L(E) satisfying that t [ Sr(t) x # C([0, ), E) for each
x # E such that [e&|tSr(t) ; t0] is equicontinuous and
(*&A)&1 Cx=*r |

0
e&*tSr(t) x dt, *>|, x # E,
then we say that A is a subgenerator of an r-times integrated, C-regularized
semigroup [Sr(t)]t0. If r=0 (resp. C=I ), then [Sr(t)]t0 is called a
C-regularized (resp. r-times integrated) semigroup.
Remark. There could be more than one subgenerator A for an
integrated C-regularized semigroup [Sr(t)]t0 , unless C=I; cf. [7, 34] for
some examples. On the other hand, it is easy to see that the extension
C&1AC of A is also a subgenerator of [Sr(t)]t0 ; moreover, if both A1
and A2 are subgenerators of [Sr(t)]t0 , then C &1A1 C=C&1A2 C.
The operator A #C&1AC will be called the generator of [Sr(t)]t0 .
Clearly, an r-times integrated semigroup has a unique subgenerator, i.e., its
generator.
Lemma 3.2. Assume that A is a subgenerator of an r-times integrated,
C-regularized semigroup [Sr(t)]t0. Then
(i) Sr(t) C=CSr(t)(t0),
(ii) Sr(t) x # D(A), and ASr(t) x=Sr(t) Ax(t0, x # D(A)),
(iii) Sr(t) x=(tr1(r+1)) Cx+A t0 Sr(s) xds(t0, x # E),
(iv) when r=0,
D(A )={x # E ; limt  0+
S0(t) x&Cx
t
# Im C=
and
A x=C&1 lim
t  0+
S0(t) x&Cx
t
, for all x # D(A ).
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Proof. By the uniqueness of Laplace transforms, the properties (i), (ii)
are shown immediatly. Next, observe that for each x # E, * sufficiently
large,
|

0
e&*t \Sr(t) x& t
r
1(r+1)
Cx+ dt
=*&r(*&A)&1 Cx&*&r&1Cx
=A(*&r&1(*&A)&1 Cx)
=A |

0
e&*t \|
t
0
Sr(s) x ds+ dt.
Then using the inversion formula of Laplace transforms in Lemma 2.1 and
noting the closedness of A, we deduce that for each t0, x # E,
|
t
0
Sr(s) x ds # D(A)
and (iii) is satisfied. The assertion (iv) can be derived easily from (ii) and
(iii) by taking r=0, A=A . The proof is then complete.
Theorem 3.3. Let | # R, r # [0, ). Then the following assertions are
equivalent.
(i) There exists a| such that (a, )/\C(A) and the family
{ 1j ! (*&|) j+1 (*&r(*&A)&1 C)( j) ; *>a, j # N0 =
is equicontinuous (resp. 1 (Mp)-equicontinuous, 1 (M)-equicontinuous).
(ii) For each r # (r, r+1], A is a subgenerator of an r -times
integrated, C-regularized semigroup [Sr (t)]t0 on E, such that the family
[(Sr+1(t+h)&Sr+1(t)) h&1e&|t min[e&|h, 1] ; t, h0]
is equicontinuous (resp. 1 (Mp)-equicontinuous, 1 (M)-equicontinuous).
(3.1)
Proof. Apply Theorem 2.3.
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Theorem 3.4. Assume that D(A) is dense in E. Then A is a subgenerator
of an r-times integrated, C-regularized semigroup [Sr(t)]t0 such that the
family
[e&|tSr(t) ; t0]
is equicontinuous (resp. 1 (Mp)-equicontinuous, 1 (M)-equicontinuous),
(3.2)
if and only if condition (i) of Theorem 3.3 holds.
Proof. The ‘‘only if ’’ part is immediate, since for some a|,
(*&r(*&A)&1 C)( j) x=|

0
e&*t(&t) j Sr(t) x dt, *>a, j # N0 , x # E.
The ‘‘if ’’ part. Let [Sr+1(t)]t0 be as in Theorem 3.3 (ii). Then for * suf-
ficiently large,
(*&A)&1 Cx=*r+1 |

0
e&*tSr+1(t) x dt, *>a, x # E. (3.3)
We have from Lemma 3.2 that for t0, x # D(A),
Sr+1(t) x=
tr+1
1(r+2)
Cx+|
t
0
Sr+1(s) Ax ds.
This implies that for each x # D(A), t [ Sr+1(t) x is differentiable in
[0, ). Fix t0, =>0, p # 1. For h # (&t, 1), Set
Qh=
1
h
(Sr+1(t+h) x&Sr+1(t) x).
(3.1) assures the existence of a continuous seminorm q such that
p(Qhx)q(x), (h # (&t, 1), x # E).
Fix x # E. There exists x0 # D(A) such that q(x&x0)(=3) since D(A) is
dense in E. But t [ Sr+1(t) x0 is differentiable; we have that there is a
$ # (0, 1) such that
p(Qh1x0&Qh2 x0)<
=
3
, for every h1 , h2 with &min[t, $]<h1 , h2<$.
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Therefore, for h1 , h2 as above,
p(Qh1 x&Qh2 x) p(Qh1x0&Qh2x0)+ p(Qh1(x&x0))+ p(Qh2(x&x0))
<
=
3
+2q(x&x0)<=.
Accordingly, the sequential completeness of E implies that t [ Sr+1(t) x
(for all x # E) is differentiable in [0, ). Set
Sr(t) x=
d
dt
(Sr+1(t) x), t0, x # E.
Using (3.1) again gives (3.2). Finally, integrating by parts, we obtain from
(3.3) that for * sufficiently large,
(*&A)&1 Cx=*r |

0
e&*tSr(t) x dt, x # E.
This ends the proof.
The following is a perturbation result for generators of integrated semi-
groups in SCLCS, whose Banach space relatives can be found in [26] (for
the case of K=aI, a # C) or [15, 28, 29] for the case of r # N.
Theorem 3.5. Let r # [0, ), M, |>0, and let A be the generator of an
r-times integrated semigroup [S(t)]t0 satisfying &S(t)&1 Me|t(t0).
Assume K # B1 (E) such that KA/AK. Then A+K is the generator of an
r-times integrated semigroup [SK (t)]t0 , given by
Sk(t) x=eKtS(t) x+ :

j=1 \
r
j+ (&K) j |
t
0
(t&s) j&1
( j&1)!
eKsS(s) x ds,
t0, x # E, (3.4)
where ( rj)=(r(r&1) } } } (r& j+1) j!).
Proof. Set L0=sup j # N |( rj)|. Clearly L0<. Thus, it is easy to see that
the series in (3.4) converges absolutely with respect to & }&1 and
&SK (t)&1 M(L0+1) et(2 &K&1+|), t0.
By hypothesis,
R(*, A) x=*r |

0
e&*tS(t) x dt, *>|, x # E.
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From this, we obtain that for x # E, *>|, k # N,
R(*, A)k+1 x
=(&1)k
1
k ! \
d
d*+
k
R(*, A) x
=(&1)k
1
k !
:
k
j=0 \
k
j + r(r&1) } } } (r& j+1) *r& j |

0
e&*t(&t)k& j S(t) x dt
=*r :
k
j=0 \
r
j+
(&*)& j
(k& j)! |

0
e&*ttk& jS(t) x dt
=*r |

0
e&*t \ 1k ! tkS(t) x+ :
k
j=1 \
r
j+ |
t
0
(t&s) j&1
( j&1)!
(&1) j sk& j
(k& j)!
S(s) x ds+ dt.
Thus for x # E, *>2 &K&1 +|,
:

k=0
KkR(*, A)k+1 x
=*r |

0
e&*t {_ :

k=0
(tK)k
k !
S(t) x&
+_ :

j=1 \
r
j+ (&K) j |
t
0
(t&s) j&1
( j&1)! \ :

k=j
(sK)k&j
(k&j)! + S(s) x ds&= dt
=*r |

0
e&*tSK (t) x dt,
and therefore * # \(A+K) and
R(*, A+K) x= :

k=0
KkR(*, A)k+1 x=*r |

0
e&*tSK (t) x dt.
This ends the proof.
Similarly, we have
Theorem 3.6. Let A be a subgenerator (resp. the generator) of a
C-regularized semigroup [W(t)]t0 satisfying &W(t)& 1 Me|t(t0) for
some constants M, |>0. Assume K # B1 (E) such that KA/AK, KC=CK.
Then A+K is a subgenerator (resp. the generator) of a C-regularized semi-
group [WK (t)]t0 given by
WK (t)=eKtW(t), (t0).
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Proof. Obviously,
C(A+K)/(A+K) C, (resp. A+K=C&1(A+K) C).
Observe that for x # E, k # N, * sufficiently large,
(*&A)&k&1 Cx=(&1)k
1
k ! \
d
d*+
k
[(*&A)&1 Cx]
=|

0
e&*t
tk
k !
W(t) x dt.
We have that for x # E, * sufficiently large,
:

k=0
Kk(*&A)&k&1 Cx
=|

0
e&*t \ :

k=0
tk
k !
K kW(t) x+ dt
=|

0
e&*tetKW(t) x dt
and therefore * # \C(A+K) and
(*&A&K)&1 Cx= :

k=0
Kk(*&A)&k&1 Cx
=|

0
e&*tWK (t) x dt.
The proof is then complete.
4. DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS AS GENERATORS
Let Rn be the n-dimensional Euclidean space, and let l # N0 with
0ln. A multiindex (see Section 1) :=(:1 , ..., :n) will be also denoted
by : # N l0 if :l+1 , ..., :n=0. We introduce the following space
L pl (R
n)#[ f # L p(Rn) ; D;f # L p(Rn) for each ; # N l0], 1< p<;
for each multiindex ; # N l0 , a seminorm q; is defined on L
p
l (R
n) by
q;( f )=&D;f &Lp=_|Rn |D;f (!)| p d!&
1p
, f # L pl (R
n).
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We show in the following that the totality 1 of these seminorms q; corre-
sponding to all multiindices ; # N l0 induces a Fre chet topology { for L
p
l (R
n).
Lemma 4.1. (L pl (R
n), {) is a Fre chet space.
Proof. Clearly, { is metrizable and locally convex. It remains to show
the completeness. To this end, take any Cauchy sequence [ fk]k # N in
(L pl (R
n), {). Then for each ; # N l0 , =>0, there exists k0>0 such that
q;( fk& fj)<=, for k, j>k0 .
It is thus easy to see that for each ; # N l0 , [D
;fk]k # N is a Cauchy sequence
in L p(Rn). Therefore the completeness of L p(Rn) assures the existence of a
g; # L p(Rn) such that
&D;fk& g;&Lp  0, as k  . (4.1)
Next, for each test function  # C c (R
n), we have
|
Rn
(D;fk(!)) (!) d!=(&1)|;| |
Rn
fk(!) D;(!) d!, ; # N l0 .
Letting k   gives
|
Rn
g;(!) (!) d!=(&1) |;| |
Rn
g0(!) D;(!) d!, ; # N l0 .
Accordingly, for each ; # N l0 , D
;g0= g; . This in combination with (4.1)
indicates that fk  g0 in (L pl (R
n), {), as k  , which ends the proof.
Remark. L pl (R
n) contains the functions taking the form of
:
k
i=1
fi (!1 , ..., !l) gi (!l+1 , ..., !n),
where k # N, fi # S(Rl) (the space of rapidly decreasing functions on Rl),
gi # L p(Rn&l), 1ik.
Obviously, L p0(R
n) coincides with the usual Banach space L p(Rn). The
Sobolev imbedding theorem yields
L pn(R
n)=[ f # C(Rn) ; D:f # L p(Rn) for each multiindex :].
Thus L2n(R
n), restricted in real-valued functions, is just the space intro-
duced by Miyadera in [25, Section 6].
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Let m # N, a: # C for each : # N n0 with |:|m. We consider the differen-
tial operator A : D(A)  L pl (R
n), given by
Af # :
|:|m
a:D:f,
D(A)#{ f # L pl (Rn) ; :
|:|m
a:D:f # L pl (R
n) distributionally= .
Clearly, A is a closed linear operator on L pl (R
n). The symbol of A will be
denoted by
P(!)# :
|:|m
i |:|a:!:, ! # Rn.
P(!) is called elliptic if its principal part vanishes only when !=0. We shall
prove that under certain conditions, A generates an integrated or
regularized semigroup on L pl (R
n). Prior to this, we first present two
propositions. In the sequel, we denote
rp=n } 12&
1
p } , (1< p<).
Proposition 4.2. Assume that P(!) is elliptic with |#sup! # Rn Re P(!)
<. For ! # Rn, t0, define
st(!)={|
t
0
(t&_)rp&1
1(rp)
e_P(!) d_, if p{2,
etP(!), if p=2.
Then for each t0, st # Mp and there exists C>0 such that
&st&MpCap(t), for all t0,
where
(1+t)rp e|t, when |>0 or p=2,
ap(t)={(1+t)2rp, when |=0,(1+t)rp&1, when |<0.
Proof. Since P(!) is elliptic, we have that there exist constants
L0 , C0>0 such that
|P(!)|C0 |!| m, |!|L0 . (4.2)
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Take L>L0 such that C0Lm1. When p=2, using Leibniz’s rule and
(4.2) gives that for each : # N n0 with |:|[n2]+1,
|D:st(!)|const(1+t) |:| e|t(1+|!| ) (m&1) |:|, t0, ! # Rn;
this leads to the desired result by virtue of Lemma 1.3. We next take care
of the case p{2. Let ,L be a C (Rn)-function such that
,L(!)={1,0,
if |!|L+1,
if |!|L
.
Then for t1, ! # Rn,
st(!)=(1&,L(!)) st(!)&,L(!) :
[rp]
i=1
trp&i
1(rp&i+1)
[P(!)]&i
+,L(!)[P(!)]&[rp] |
t
0
(t&s)rp&[rp]&1
1(rp&[rp])
eP(!) s ds
=st, 1(!)+st, 2(!)+st, 3(!).
Using Leibniz’s rule and recalling (4.2), we have that for any : # N n0 with
|:|[n2]+1,
|D:st, 2(!)|const(1+t)rp&1 (1+|!| )&|:|&1, ! # Rn, t1.
Consequently, we have by Lemma 1.1 that for each t1,
st, 2 # Mp , &st, 2&Mpconst(1+t)
rp&1 (t1).
From Lemma 1.4, we obtain that for t1, j # N, z # C with Re z|,
|z|1,
} d
j
dz j |
t
0
(t&s)rp&[rp]&1
1(rp&[rp])
ezs ds }Cj (trp&1 |z| & j&1+t jz[rp]&rpe|t)
and therefore
} d
j
dz j \z&[rp] |
t
0
(t&s)rp&[rp]&1
1(rp&[rp])
ezs ds+ }Cj |z|&rp { t
je|t,
trp&1,
if |0,
if |<0
.
Accordingly, we obtain by (4.2) that for any : # N n0 with |:|[n2]+1,
! # Rn, t1,
|D:st, 3(!)|const(1+|!| )(m&1) |:|&mrp {(1+t)
|:| e|t,
(1+t)rp&1,
if |0,
if |<0.
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It follows by virtue of Lemma 1.3 that for t1, st, 3 # Mp and
&st, 3& Mpconst {(1+t)
rp e|t,
(1+t)rp&1,
if |0,
if |<0.
Now, observe that for every t0 and : # N n0 with |:|[n2]+1,
|D:[(1&,L(!)) etP(!)]| {const(1+t)
|:| ,
=0,
if |!|L+1,
if |!|L+1.
Then Lemma 1.1 gives that for t0, (1&,L) etP # Mp and
&(1&,L) etP& Mpconst(1+t)
rp e|t.
Therefore
&st, 1&Mpconst |
t
0
(t&s)rp&1 (1+s)rp e|s dsconst ap(t), t0.
Here we used Lemma 1.4 again when |>0:
|
t
0
(t&s)rp&1 srpe|s ds
trp&[rp] |
t
0
(t&s)rp&1 s[rp]e|s ds
=1(rp) trp&[tp]
d [rp]
dz[rp]
[z&rpetz+vt, rp(z)] } z=w
const[trp&[rp](1+t)[rp] e|t]
const(1+t)rp e|t, t0.
Thus, we have proved the conclusion in the case of t1. When t # (0, 1],
we consider
Pt(!)#tP(t&1m!), ! # Rn.
Obviously Pt(!) is elliptic and
sup
! # Rn
Re Pt(!)max[0, |],
|Pt(!)|C0 |!| m, ( |!|L0).
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Proceeding similarly as above, we can show that for each t # (0, 1],
s~ (! ; t)#tr |
1
0
(1&s)rp&1
1(rp)
ePt(!) s ds # Mp ,
&s~ (! ; t)&Mpconst.
But
st(!)=tr |
1
0
(1&s)rp&1
1(rp)
etP(!) s ds=s~ (t1m! ; t).
So for each t # (0,1],
st(!) # Mp , &st(!)&Mp=&s~ (t
1m! ; t)& Mp=&s~ (! ; t)&Mpconst.
This completes the proof.
Proposition 4.3. Assume |#sup! # Rn Re P(!)<. For r0, t0,
define
br(!)=(1+|!| 2)&mr2,
wt, r(!)=br(!) etP(!), ! # Rn.
Then wt, r # Mp whenever t0, rrp and there exists a constant C such that
for all t0,
&wt, r(!)&MpC(1+t)
rp e|t.
Moreover, for each r>0, br(!) # FL1 and for each t0, wt, r # FL1 when-
ever r[n2]+1.
Proof. It is easy to see that for each : # N n0 with |:|[n2]+1,
|D:br(!)|const(1+|!| )&|:|&mr, ! # Rn. (4.3)
Thus, applying Leibniz’s rule shows the existence of a constant C such that
for t0, ! # Rn, : # N n0 with |:|[n2]+1,
|D:wt, r(!)|C(1+t) |:| e|t(1+|!| )(m&1) |:|&mr. (4.4)
This leads to the first statement of our conclusions with the aid of Lemma
1.3. From (4.3), we have by Lemma 1.1 that br(!) # FL1 for each r>0.
Also, (4.4) implies that for each t0, wt, r # H [n2]+1(Rn) and therefore
wt, r # FL1 (see [15, Lemma 4.12]) whenever r[n2]+1. This ends the
proof.
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With a given u # Mp , we associate a bounded linear operator T(u) on
L p(Rn) such that for , # S(Rn), T(u) ,=F&1(u, ). Observe that for each
f # S(Rn),
D;(T(u) f )=T(u)(D;f ), ; # N l0 . (4.5)
It is clear that for each f # L pl (R
n), there exists a sequence [,k]k # N /
S(Rn) such that
&D;(,k& f )&L p  0 as k  , ; # Nl0 .
This implies that (4.5) holds for each f # L pl (R
n). In conclusion,
T(u)L pl (R
n)/L pl (R
n).
Let Tl (u) be the part of T in L pl (R
n). Then (4.5) gives that
q;(Tl (u) f )&u&Mp q;( f ), for all q; # 1, f # L
p
l (R
n);
hence
Tl (u) # B1 (L pl (R
n)), &T l (u)& 1 =&u&Mp , (4.6)
(for the definitions, see Section 1).
Theorem 4.4. Let p(!), ap(t) be as in Proposition 4.2. Then A is the gen-
erator of an rp-times integrated semigroup [S(t)]t0 on L pl (R
n) satisfying
&S(t)&1 =O(ap(t))(t  ).
Proof. For each t0, define
S(t)=Tl (st),
where st is given in Proposition 4.2. Then we have by (4.6) that for all t0,
S(t) # B1 (L pl (R
n)) and there exists C>0 such that
&S(t)&1 Cap(t). (4.7)
Observing
st(!)=|
t
0
s_(!) P(!) d_+
trp
1(rp+1)
(t0, ! # Rn),
we get by (4.5) and Fubini’s theorem that for t0, , # S(Rn), ; # N l0 ,
D;(S(t) ,)(!)=S(t) D;,=|
t
0
S(_) , d_+
trp
1(rp+1)
D;,. (4.8)
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Here , =F&1(P(D;,) ^ ), which still belongs to S(Rn). Note that for each
 # S(Rn), the L p(Rn)-valued function S( } )  is weakly continuous and
therefore strongly measurable. We have by (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8) that for
,, , as above and for q; # 1, f # L pl (R
n), t, h0,
q;(S(t+h) f &S(t) f )
C(ap(t+h)+ap(t)) q;( f &,)
+hC max[ap(t+h), 1] &, &L p+
(t+h)rp&trp
1(rp+1)
&D;,&L p .
This observation implies, recalling the statement below (4.5), that for each
f # L pl (R
n),
S( } ) f # C([0, ), L pl (R
n)).
Next, for each t0, f # L pl (R
n), *>|~ (|~ #max[0, |+1]), setting
K* f =|

0
e&*tS(t) f dt,
then K* # B1 (L pl (R
n)). Applying Fubini’s theorem yields that for *>|~ , f,
, # S(Rn),
*rpK* f, \*& :
|:|m
(&1) |:| a:D:+ ,
=|

0
*rpe&*t F&1(st f ), \*& :
|:|m
(&1) |:| a: D:+ , dt
=|

0
*rpe&*tF&1(st f ) V \*& :
|:|m
a: D:+ ,&(0) dt
=|

0
*rpe&*tF&1(st f (*&P) ,&@ )(0) dt
=( f V ,&)(0)=( f, ,) ,
where and in the sequel ,&(x)#,(&x). Also for f # S(Rn),
K*(*&A) f =|

0
e&*tF&1 \stF \*f & :
|:|m
a: D:f ++ dt
=|

0
e&*tF&1(st(*&P) f ) dt
=\*& :
|:|m
a: D:+ K* f.
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Accordingly, we have for each f # S(Rn),
*rpK*(*&A) f = f, *rp(*&A) K* f = f, *>|~ . (4.9)
Let f # D(A). Then the ellipticity of P(!) assures the existence of a sequence
[,k]k # N /S(Rn) such that
lim
k  
&,k& f &L p=0, lim
k  
&A,k&Af &L p=0.
Therefore,
lim
k  
&K*(*&A)(,k& f )&L p=0,
recalling that K* # B1 (L pl (R
n)). Consequently, the first equality in (4.9)
holds for all f # D(A). Similarly, we can show that the second equality in
(4.9) holds for all f # L pl (R
n). Thus we have proved that for *>|~ ,
(*&A)&1=*rpK* . This completes the proof.
Remark. Specialized to the Banach space L p(Rn)(1< p<),
Theorem 4.4 improves Theorem 4.2 (b) in [12] which required that
Re P(!)=0 for all ! # Rn.
Theorem 4.5. Let rrp and let P(!), br(!) be as in Proposition 4.3.
Define Cr, l=Tl (br(!)). Then A is the generator of a Cr, l -regularized semi-
group [Wr, l (t)]t0 on L pl (R
n) satisfying
&Wr, l (t)&1 =O(trpe|t) (t  ).
Proof. Since br(!) # FL1 (in case of r>0), we have that for each
f # L pl (R
n), Cr, l f =F&1(brf ); therefore Cr, l f =0 implies f =0. In conclu-
sion, Cr, l is an injective, continuous operator on L pl (R
n). Moreover, we see
that A=C &1r, l ACr, l by the following observation:
f # D(C &1r, l ACr, l)
if and only if
f # L pl (R
n) and F&1[b&1r (!) P(!) br(!) f ] # L
p
l (R
n)
if and only if
f # L pl (R
n) and F&1(P(!) f ) # L pl (R
n)
if and only if
f # D(A).
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For each t0, define
Wr, l (t)=Tl (wt, r),
where wt, r is given in Proposition 4.3. Then we have by (4.6) again that for
t0, Wr, l (t) # B1(L pl (R
n)) and there is M>0 such that
&Wr, l (t)&1 M(1+t)rp e|t, (t0).
Set
J*, r, l f =|

0
e&*tWr, l (t) f dt ( f # L pl (R
n), *>|~ ).
Proceeding similarly as in the treatment of [S(t)]t0, we can show that for
each f # L pl (R
n), Wr, l ( } ) f # C([0, ), L pl (R
n)) using the equality
wt, r(!)=|
t
0
w_, r(!) P(!) d_+(1+|!| 2)&mr2, (t0, ! # Rn);
that for *>|~ ,
(*&A) J*, r, l f =Cr, l f, for f # S(Rn) (4.10)
J*, n+r, l (*&A) f =Cn+r, l f, for f # D(A). (4.11)
In order to obtain (4.11), we used the fact that for each t0, wt, n+r # FL1
(see Proposition 4.3), which implies that
Wn+r, l (t) f =F&1(wt, n+r f ) for all f # L pl (R
n).
It is clear that
J*, n+r, l=Cn, lJ*, r, l , Cn+r, l=Cn, lCr , l , *>|~ .
Whence, (4.11) together with the injectivity of Cn, l yields that
J*, r, l (*&A) f =Cr, l f, *>|~ , f # D(A).
On the other hand, taking a sequence [,k]k # N /S(Rn) such that
lim
k  
&,k& f &L p=0, for a fixed f # L pl (R
n)
will show that (4.10) holds for all f # L pl (R
n). Consequently, for *>|~ ,
Im Cr, l /Im(*&A)
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and
(*&A)&1 Cr, l f =J*, r, l f ( f # L pl (R
n)). (4.12)
The proof is then complete.
Remark. Specialized to the Banach space L p(Rn) (1< p<),
Theorem 4.5 perfects Theorem 2.3 in [18], by allowing r to take the critical
value n | 12&(1p)|. It also takes care of a few gaps in the proof there.
In the sequel, for 0ln, a>0, we write
W a, pl (R
n)=[ f # L pl (R
n) ; D;f # Wa, p(Rn) for each ; # N l0].
It is easy to verify that Cr, l in Theorem 4.5 satisfies
Im Cr, l=W mr, pl (R
n), (4.13)
Cr, l (W a, pl (R
n))=W a+mr, pl (R
n) (4.14)
and for each ; # N l0 , f # Im(Cr, l),
q;(C &1r, l f )=&D
;f &W mr, p(Rn) , (4.15)
where
&g&Wa, p(Rn) #&F&1((1+|!| 2)a2 g^)&L p(Rn) . (4.16)
Corollary 4.6. Let P(!) be as in Proposition 4.3. Then, in the space
L pn(R
n), A generates a quasi-equicontinuous C0 -semigroup (i.e., 0-times
integrated semigroup) [Wn(t)]t0.
Proof. Let Cr, n , [Wr, n(t)]t0 be as in Theorem 4.5 and fix
r=[n2]+1. It is easy to see by (4.13) that Im Cr, n=L pn(R
n). Define
Wn(t)=Wr, n(t) C &1r, n , t0.
Then for each : # N n0 ,
q:(t&rpe&|tWn(t) f )const q:(C &1r, n f )
const :
|#|=|:| , |:|+mr
q#( f ), t0, f # L pn(R
n).
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This implies that [t&rpe&|tWn(t)]t0 is equicontinuous. Also, (4.12) gives
that for * sufficiently large,
(*&A)&1 g=|

0
e&*tWn(t) g dt, for each g # L pn(R
n),
which ends the proof.
Remark. Let A be a partial differential operator of the 2mth order in Rn
defined by
A=(&1)m+1 :
m
|\| , |&|=0
a\, & D\D&, a\, & # R.
Assume a\, &=a&, \ for |\|=|&|=m, and there exists =0>0 such that
:
|\|=|&| =m
a\, &!\!&=0 |!| 2m, ! # Rn.
Miyadera [25] has shown that A generates a quasi-equicontinuous C0 -
semigroup in L2n(R
n) (restricted to real-valued functions). This result is also
an easy consequence of Corollary 4.6 noting that in this case,
P(!)=& :
|\|=|&|=m
a\, &!\!&+(&1)m+1 :
m&1
|\|=|&|=0
i |\|+|&|!\!&,
P(!)=P(&!), ! # Rn.
and therefore for each real-valued f # S,
Wn(t) f=Wn(t) f, t0.
5. APPLICATIONS TO CAUCHY PROBLEMS
The properties (ii), (iii) in Lemma 3.2, together with the standard
arguments for uniqueness (cf. [30, Theorem 4.1.2]) yield immediately
Theorem 5.1. If A is a subgenerator of a C-regularized semigroup
[S(t)]t0 , then for each x0 # C(D(A)), the Cauchy problem
{x$(t)=Ax(t), t0x$(0)=x0 , (5.1)
has a unique solution given by S(t) C&1x0 .
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Next, let B be a closed linear operator on E such that
[0, )/\(B) and &R(* ; B)&
M
*+1
(*0)
for some M>0. The same arguments in the proof of [9, Lemma 6.4.1]
show the existence of % # (0, (?2)), $>0, M$>0 such that
7%, $ #[* # C ; |arg *|%] _ [* # C ; |*|$]
is contained in \(B) and
&R(* ; B)&
M$
|*|+1
(* # 7%, $).
For a>0, we define
(&B)&a=
1
2?i |10 (&+)
&a R(+ ; B) d*
where 10 is the (upwards oriented) boundary 7%, $ . Using standard
arguments (cf. [30, Section 2.6]), we can see that (&B)&a # B1 (E) and is
injective; defining (&B)a=((&B)&a)&1, (&B)0=I, then for any a, b # R,
(&B)a+b x=(&B)a (&B)b x, x # D(Bmax[a+b, b]).
Moreover, an appeal to Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem (cf.
[13, Theorem 3.7.9, p. 83]) gives that
lim
n  
&(&B)&an&(&B)&a&1 =0, if lim
n  
an=a(an , a>0). (5.2)
Theorem 5.2. Let r # [0, ), M>1, |, =>0, |0>|. Let A be the gen-
erator of an r-times integrated semigroup [S(t)]t0 with &S(t)&1 Me|t
(t0) such that
[|0 , )/\(A) and &R(* ; A)& 1 M(*&|)&1 (*|0).
Then for each x0 # D((|0&A)1+r+=), the Cauchy problem (5.1) admits a
unique solution x(t) with
q(x(t))M$e|0tq((|0&A)r+= x0), q # 1, t0
for some constant M$ independent of t, x0 , q.
(Note. D((|0&A)1+r+=) is independent of |0 .)
The proof is essentially the same as the one of [26, Theorem 0.1], and
we omit it.
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Example 5.4. Consider the initial value problem on L p(Rn) (1< p<)
{
x(t, !)
t
= :
|:|m
a:D:x(t, !), (t, !) # [0, )_Rn
(5.3)
x(0, !)=f (!), ! # Rn.
Assume that sup! # Rn Re( |:|m a:(i!):)<. Then applying Theorems 4.5
and 5.1 gives by (4.14), (4.15) that for every
f # W m(n|(12)&(1p)|+1), pl (R
n),
(5.3) admits a unique solution x( } , !) # C([0, ), L pl (R
n)) and there are
constants M, | such that for each ; # N l0 ,
&D;x(t, !)&Lp(Rn)Me|t &D;f &W mn|(12)&(1p)|, p(Rn) , t0.
Example 5.5. Consider the initial value problem on L p(R3)
(1< p<)
{
x(t, !)
t
=2x(t, !)+ :
3
i=1
ci

!i
x(t, !)+c4x(t, !)
(5.4)+|
R3
h(!&’) x(t, ’) d’, (t, !) # [0, )_R3
x(0, !)= f (!), ! # R3,
where ci (i=1, 2, 3, 4) # C and h(!) # L1(R3).
Let E=L p1(R
3), r=rp=3 | 12&(1p)|, and let
Ag=2g+ :
3
i=1
ci

!i
g+c4 g, g # D(A)#W 2, p1 (R3),
(Kg)(!)=|
R3
h(!&’) g(’) d’, g # D(K)#E,
Cr, 1=T1((1+|!| 2)&r).
Observe that for each ; # N 10 , g # E,
D;(Kg)=F&1(h } D;g@)=K(D;g);
therefore, q;(Kg)&h&L1 q;(g), which indicates K # B1 (E). The same
reasoning gives that
KA/AK, KCr, 1=Cr, 1K.
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Denote by P(!) the symbol of A. Then
|# sup
! # R3
Re P(!)<.
Therefore, we can apply Theorems 4.5, 3.6 and 5.1 to obtain by (4.14),
(4.15) that for each f # W 5, p1 (R
3), (5.4) admits a unique solution
x( } , !) # C([0, ), L p1(R
3)) and there are constants M, |0 such that for all
k # N0 , t0,
" 
k
!k1
x(t, !)"Lp(R3)Me|0t "
k
!k1
f (!)"W 3, p(R3).
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